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OVERVIEW
What is it?

Why should you care?

What have we done
for you lately?



WHAT IS IT?
Web-based code editor

Interactive Python runtime

Document that can include text, code, images, equations,
video...



WHAT IS IT REALLY?
You write code in a browser, it runs!

Code next to Text next to Math next to Images next to
Code next to...

Share the link or the ipynb file



Modeling QM matter-light interactions

JUST SHOW ME ONE!



qutip-lectures (/github/jrjohansson/qutip-lectures/tree/master)
/   Lecture-1-Jaynes-Cumming-model.ipynb (/github/jrjohansson/qutip-lectures/tree/master/Lecture-1-

Jaynes-Cumming-model.ipynb)

QuTiP lecture: Vacuum Rabi oscillations in the
Jaynes-Cummings model
Author: J. R. Johansson (robert@riken.jp), http://dml.riken.jp/~rob/ (http://dml.riken.jp/~rob/)

The latest version of this IPython notebook (http://ipython.org/ipython-
doc/dev/interactive/htmlnotebook.html) lecture is available at
http://github.com/jrjohansson/qutip-lectures (http://github.com/jrjohansson/qutip-lectures).

The other notebooks in this lecture series are indexed at http://jrjohansson.github.com
(http://jrjohansson.github.com).

In [1]: # setup the matplotlib graphics library and configure it to show 
# figures inline in the notebook
%matplotlib inline
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import numpy as np

In [2]: # make qutip available in the rest of the notebook
from qutip import *

Introduction

http://dml.riken.jp/~rob/
http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/jrjohansson/qutip-lectures/tree/master/Lecture-1-Jaynes-Cumming-model.ipynb
http://ipython.org/ipython-doc/dev/interactive/htmlnotebook.html
http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/jrjohansson/qutip-lectures/tree/master
http://jrjohansson.github.com/
http://github.com/jrjohansson/qutip-lectures


HOW DOES IT WORK

No python install
No package hell
No where's my license?



No where's my license?

 

 

PROVIDING FUNDING

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTS



GROWING
Support for 5.5 FTEs
Over 350 contributors on GitHub
Notebook Becoming Language Agnostic



WHY SHOULD YOU
CARE?



SPECIALIZED TOOLS



"SPECIAL" TOOLS



COMMON TASKS
Exploratory Data Analysis
HTS triage
Virtual Library Analysis
Method/Model Development
Statistical Validation

et cetera



IPython was designed by a physicist for
reproducibility/collaboration.

ROOTED IN SCIENCE



INCREASINGLY POPULAR IN SCIENCE
Integration everywhere

Nature Publication
Supplementary Material for Publication
Books written in IPyNB

Training taught in IPyNB
Classes taught in IPyNB



 

ESCALATING QUICKLY!
Announced On May 7th:

GitHub + Jupyter notebooks = <3
https://github.com/blog/1995-github-jupyter-notebooks-3

Embracing Jupyter Notebooks at O'Reilly
https://beta.oreilly.com/ideas/jupyter-at-oreilly



ALGORITHMS FOR THE TRAVELING
SALESPERSON PROBLEM



>>> The Traveling Salesperson Problem
Consider the Traveling Salesperson Problem
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traveling_salesman_problem):

Given a set of cities and the distances between each pair of
cities, what is the shortest possible tour that visits each city
exactly once, and returns to the starting city?

In this notebook we will develop some solutions to the problem, and more generally show how
to think about solving a problem like this.

(http://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/tsp/history/pictorial/dfj.html) 
(An example tour.)

Understanding What We're Talking About
(Vocabulary)
Do we understand precisely what the problem is asking? Do we understand all the concepts that
the problem talks about? Do we understand them well enough to implement them in a
programming language? Let's take a first pass:

A set of cities: We will need to represent a set of cities; Python's set datatype might
be appropriate.
Distance between each pair of cities: If A and B are cities, this could be a function,
distance(A, B), or a table lookup, distance[A][B]. The resulting distance will

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traveling_salesman_problem
http://www.math.uwaterloo.ca/tsp/history/pictorial/dfj.html


MAKING PLOTS LOOK LIKE XKCD

XKCD plots in Matplotlib
This notebook originally appeared as a blog post at Pythonic Perambulations
(http://jakevdp.github.com/blog/2012/10/07/xkcd-style-plots-in-matplotlib/) by Jake Vanderplas.

Update: the matplotlib pull request has been merged! See This post
(http://jakevdp.github.io/blog/2013/07/10/XKCD-plots-in-matplotlib/) for a description of the
XKCD functionality now built-in to matplotlib!

One of the problems I've had with typical matplotlib figures is that everything in them is so
precise, so perfect. For an example of what I mean, take a look at this figure:

In [1]: from IPython.display import Image
Image('http://jakevdp.github.com/figures/xkcd_version.png')

Out[1]:

http://jakevdp.github.io/blog/2013/07/10/XKCD-plots-in-matplotlib/
http://python.org/
http://ipython.org/notebook.html
http://jakevdp.github.com/blog/2012/10/07/xkcd-style-plots-in-matplotlib/


TEACHING AERODYNAMICS

AeroPython (/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/tree/master)
/   lessons (/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/tree/master/lessons)

Text provided under a Creative Commons Attribution license, CC-BY. Code under MIT license. (c)2014 Lorena A.
Barba, Olivier Mesnard. Thanks: NSF for support via CAREER award #1149784.

@LorenaABarba (https://twitter.com/LorenaABarba)

Version 0.2 -- February 2014

Doublet
Welcome to the third lesson of AeroPython! We created some very interesting potential
flows in lessons 1 and 2, with our Source & Sink
(http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/blob/master/lessons/01_Lesson01_sourceSink.ipynb)
notebook, and our Source & Sink in a Freestream
(http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/blob/master/lessons/02_Lesson02_sourceSinkFreestream.ipynb)
notebook.

Think about the Source & Sink again, and now imagine that you are looking at this flow

http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/blob/master/lessons/02_Lesson02_sourceSinkFreestream.ipynb
http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/tree/master
http://matplotlib.1069221.n5.nabble.com/XKCD-style-graphs-td39226.html
http://mathematica.stackexchange.com/questions/11350/xkcd-style-graphs
https://twitter.com/LorenaABarba
http://nbviewer.ipython.org/3835181/
http://www.mail-archive.com/matplotlib-users@lists.sourceforge.net/msg25499.html
https://github.com/matplotlib/matplotlib/pull/1329
http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/tree/master/lessons
http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/blob/master/lessons/01_Lesson01_sourceSink.ipynb


(you know you should)

LOOK AT YOUR DATA

Source: Wikimedia Commons

http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=File:Anscombe%27s_quartet_3.svg&page=1


POWER OF PYTHON

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Euclidean_distance




WHAT HAVE WE DONE
FOR YOU LATELY?



IPYNB @ OE
Where everything starts — Me

Analysis of FreeForm Conformers — Chris
Statistics of VS Validations — Paul

Shape Clustering — Brian and Me
Matched Pair Analysis — Geoff and Me

Training Materials — Jose/Philip
...And many more

http://nbviewer.ipython.org/github/barbagroup/AeroPython/blob/master/lessons/02_Lesson02_sourceSinkFreestream.ipynb


BUILDING ON IPYNB
Toolkits already there

OENotebook
Helper functions for using OETKs in IPyNB
Molecules to/from pandas DataFrames
Preparing for free Public Release

3D in IPython Notebook

Eventually, pull data from Orion...



EXAMPLE

SIMPLE OENOTEBOOK DEMO

http://localhost:8888/notebooks/Analysis_Example.ipynb


 

WANT TO TRY IT?
NBDEMO.EYESOPEN.COM

TRY.JUPYTER.ORG

TAKE IT FOR A SPIN DURING EUROCUP!

http://nbdemo.eyesopen.com/
https://try.jupyter.org/


THANKS FOR YOUR
ATTENTION!

TRY IT OUT ON YOUR OWN

SEE ME AT THE POSTER SESSION

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rbMx2NMqyuI

